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CHANNEL AND VALLEY MORPHOLOGY ON VENUS: AN UPDATED CLASSIFICATION; V.C. Gulick, 
V.R. Baker, and G. Komatsu, Lunar and Planetary Lab, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. 

We previously presented a preliminary classification system based on the initial Magellan radar image data 
[121. Since then, additional varieties of valley and channel forms have been documented. While the four main 
categories 1) simple, 2) complex, 3) compound and 4) integrated have not changed, important subclasses have 
become apparent and are summarized in this abstract. 

Simple channels are characterized by a long, sinuous, singular main channel and are generally located in 
the plains regions or near coronae. These channels can be divided into two morphologically distinct subclasses: a) 
sinuous rilles and b) canali. These subclasses were previously called monofilament and branching, respectively, in 
our preliminary classification. Monofilament channels were renamed sinuous rilles because of their distinct 
morphological similarity to lunar sinuous rilles. Like lunar sinuous rilles, venusian sinuous rilles emanate from 
distinct, circular or elongated collapse regions (several kilometers in scale), form a similar size channel (1 to 2 
kilometers wide and several tens of kilometers long) which narrows and shallows towards its terminus, and appear 
to lack associated flow margins. Simple branching channels were renamed canali in order to emphasize the 
remarkably constant channel widths (up to 3 kilometers). The term, which means 'channel', was inappropriately used 
in early telescopic studies of Mars' to describe surface albedo features. 'Canalis' is an appealing term to use for 
this particular subclass of venusian channels because it suggests a morphologic similarity to canals on Earth which 
are designed to have a constant width and depth in order to efficiently transport continuous discharges of water to 
distant areas. Similarly, the Venusian canali are natural canals which were formed by and continuously conveyed 
large discharges of low viscosity fluid(s) (lava?) to distant areas over prolonged time periods. Other morphological 
characteristics of this subtype which dstinguish it ffom sinuous rilles are larger channel width to depth ratios and 
channel lengths which are generally larger by one to two orders of magnitude. 

Complex channels form anastomosing, braided, or distributary patterns which are generally, but not always, 
located on flow deposits. Complex channels which are not located on flow deposits frequently occur as segments 
in the middle reach of other major channel types (e.g, as a segment in a compound channel system or as a subsidiary 
branching anastomosing segment in a simple canali type channel located at 8"N, 332OE). Morphologically, these 
channels appear to have incised into the surrounding terrain and so we have classified them as complex erosional 
channels. Complex channels which formed on flow deposits are classified as complex constructional channels. 
These channels, which are morphologically similar to lava channels on Earth and Mars were formed by and are 
located entirely within the flow deposit. Complex constructional channels are located on a variety of landforms and 
form a variety of patterns: a) as anastomosing patterns on fluidized ejecta blankets (FEBs), b) as lobate or elongate 
dismbutary patterns on delta-like landforms, c) and as braided or anastomosing patterns on massive flow deposits. 
Complex channels are composed of individual channels ranging up to approximately 3 km in width, while the entire 
channel system complex is generally between 20 and 30 km wide and up to approximately a hundred lulometers 
long. 

Compound channels contain both simple and complex segments. Generally these channels will emanate 
from a distinct source region, usually from a somewhat circular area of collapse, and initially form a simple channel 
of the sinuous rille variety in the upper reach, then form a complex erosional channel system in the middle reach 
which may include stream-lined island morphology, and finally terminate in a large flow deposit upon which smaller 
complex constructional channels are formed. The compound channel is somewhat similar to the morphology of 
outflow channels on Mars and channels formed by catastrophic flood processes on Earth. Compound channels vary 
greatly in size with widths ranging up to several tens of kilometers and lengths up to thousands of kilometers. 

Integrated networks form a complex system of branching valleys. Although valley systems on Venus are 
exceedingly rare (approximately a dozen documented), they form a variety of morphologies which can be divided 
into three subtypes: a) rectangular networks, b) labyrinthic networks, and c) pitted or irregular systems. The 
morphology and implications for the formation of these valley systems are discussed more fully in a companion 
abstract [3]. 
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